
NEURO SPECIALTY EXAMS

Please provide a brief description of the clinical question.

ASAP          3mo.          6mo.          12mo.

Brain MRI
     without contrast
     with and without contrast
       Evaluate
         Neuroquant

Spine MRI
 without contrast
     with and without contrast
        Cervical
        Thoracic
        Lumbar

MRI Face
routine   orbits    cribiform plate
 without contrast
     with and without contrast

MRI Neck
 without contrast
     with and without contrast

CT
 without contrast
     with and without contrast
        Head
        Face
        Neck

4D CT NECK for parathyroid adenoma
      with and without contrast

CTA
     Head
     Neck
     Head / Neck

                  

ADVANCED

BRAIN MRI PROTOCOLS

NPH with aqueduct CFS FLOW
       without contrast
       with and without contrast

CHIARI protocol with CSF CINE
       without contrast
       with and without contrast

Giant cell (Temporal arteritis)
       with and without contrast

MR spectroscopy
       with and without contrast
(Perfusion is part of this protocol)

Cholesteatoma protocol
   (Haste diffusion)
       without contrast
       with and without contrast

BRACHIAL PLEXUS 

       Unilateral
         (Chest MRI)
    
 Bilateral
         (Bilateral Upper Extremity MRI)
    
 without contrast
 with and without contrast

MRA

SPINE MRA
       with and without contrast

MRA Neck
 without contrast
       with and without contrast
          Plaque morphology 
          TWIST

MRA Head
 without contrast
             with and without contrast
         TWIST
         Vessel wall analysis

NOVA
 without contrast
       with and without contrast
          Head
          Neck
          Head and Neck

NERVE STUDIES

Upper extremity MRI neurography
       with and without contrast
Evaluate                           nerve

Abdomen and Pelvis MRI
(Lumbosacral plexus)
       with and without contrast

Lower extremity MRI neurography
(need to order pelvic and leg MRI)
       with and without contrast
Evaluate                               nerve

ADVANCED CONTINUED

www.windsongradiology.com
Appointments 716.631.2500

Fax 716.631.4051

We require written, signed orders for all exams.

Patient’s Name                                                                                            DOB

History/Symptoms                                                                                             Today’s Date

                                                                                                                    Diagnosis Code

                                                                                                               CC

Apoointment Date                                                       Time                                  Time

    Stat  Report   Call                                                                                 Fax

*  Creatinine Level:

Physician/Clinician Name

Physician/Clinician Signature
Arrival                               Appointment

Required for contrast-enhanced CT and MRI Scans and IVP’s for patients with
history of renal disease, diabetes or over age 70.

 Cervical
 Thoracic
 Lumbar
       

ROUTINE


